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Creativity sets us apart from other species. No other animal comes 
close. There are no elephant Einsteins or parrot Picassos. Suppose we 
build robots that can be creative, though? If creativity makes us special 
where does that leave us? Can a machine even ever be truly creative? 
After all they are just blindly following their programs. Surely that isn’t 
what creativity is about! But what do we really mean by creativity?  
We need to decide if we are to write programs that are creative.

So what is 
creativity?
For over 400 years we have created a cult 
around the amazing creativity of revered 
people: poets, artists, mathematicians and 
scientists have been put on pedestals. We 
take Curie and Einstein, Byron and Lovelace, 
Nightingale and Beethoven and laud them 
as superhuman geniuses. The problem is 
that this view of creativity, inherited from the 
Romantics, is unhelpfully narrow. So what are 
the elements of creativity that actually matter?

Those people are all amazing, but do their 
exploits help us understand what we mean 
by creativity? How do we actually tell if 
someone is creative? Philosophers have 
come up with several ways. One is based 
on historical impact. We know about those 
revered people because of the impact they 
had on their specialist areas, and on our 
lives. They all have a worthy place in the 
history books. What of people that have 
been creative in areas that have not been 
historically important. Does that make them 
less creative? Defining creativity based on 
historical impact doesn’t help us improve 
our own creativity or build machines that are 
creative.

Suppose we take paintings by Picasso 
and a child. Which is more creative? We 
hang one in a gallery but not the other, 
so is that the test? A robot called AARON 
was designed to paint pictures. It isn’t told 
what to paint. It decides for itself. AARON’s 
art hangs in galleries just like Picasso’s. 
Does that qualify it as more creative than 
a child? It was following rules about how to 
paint (its program) written by artist, turned 
self-taught roboticist, Harold Cohen. Is that 
being creative like a child painting? Is the 
programmer the creative one, not the robot?, 

By focussing on the programs computers 
follow it seems it’s easy to see that machines 
cannot be creative. However, Computer 
Scientists are now creating machine learning 
systems. Rather than code in specific rules 
such as how to paint, these programs have 
rules about how to learn. A program coded 
this way learns for itself how to paint, and 
what makes a good painting, perhaps by 
studying past Masters. It is then much 
harder to draw a line between humans and 
machines based on rule-following. If the 
machine is learning the rules for itself rather 
than being given them, isn’t it being creative?

Novelty Value
Novelty is important. To be considered to 
be creative, a person (or machine) needs to 
have created something new. The originator, 
or others, may then go on to refine that thing, 
repeatedly improving on it, but that first step 
is likely to be the step considered the creative 
one. It may not come at the start. It could 
be that an existing thing is gradually refined, 
but then one step is much more imaginative, 
leading to something totally different to 
anything before it.

What do we mean by new though? Context 
matters. A child can be creative, creating 
something completely new to them, even if 
it is not new to the human race. That would 
still be creative. A hunter gatherer in the 
Amazon, who invents a blade for cutting, but 
in a culture that has never seen a knife, is 
creative too, even if to us it seems obvious 
in our world full of knives. When nothing like 
that existed it was massively creative to have 
the idea and see the potential.

Whether we think of something as creative 
therefore also depends on the observer. 
Having seen lots of knives we may not think 
that inventing a blade is creative if we know 
nothing about the hunter gatherer’s society. 
Similarly the mother of the toddler painting 
will recognize the creativity, knowing it is a 
leap forward from anything that child has 
done before.

The creative value of something therefore 
depends on several things: the object created 
(is it new?), who created it (a toddler or a 
professional artist?), who is observing it (a 
parent?) and the context of its creation (has 
anything similar been seen before by that 
person in that context?)

Everyday 
Creativity
When we view creativity in this way, everyone 
is being creative in small ways all the time. 
Whenever you create a new sentence to 
express a thought, or think something you 
have not thought before you are being 
creative in this sense. Many animals are 
creative like this, in their own small ways, 
and machines can be too. By thinking of 
creativity like this it is now smaller, but far less 
mysterious. It gives us the basis for creating 
programs that can be creative. We need now 
to think about the processes involved in being 
creative rather than what it is. Great creativity, 
like that of Mozart or Brontë, is still great, of 
course. It’s just important not to get hung up 
on it if you want to be creative yourself (or 
create creative machines to create for you)!

What is 
creativity?
by Geraint Wiggins and Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London
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by Paul Curzon, QMUL

An important part of creativity is inspiration - ideas appear from 
somewhere. If we are writing programs to be creative, how do we get 
them to have creative ideas or even “Aha!” moments? It may be all 
about what they expect.

A clue to why expectation is important lies 
amongst all the cute animal videos on the 
web: videos of magic tricks for dogs! The 
magician makes treats disappear and we see 
the dog’s confused reaction. The dog tries to 
find the missing snack by looking down, then 
around, then further away. This demonstrates 
expectation. The dog made predictions of 
what would happen, creating a scenario 
where they got the biscuit. It then used 
them to search, gradually looking in more 
unexpected places. 

We too have evolved to predict our world so 
we pay more attention to unexpected things 
- it’s how we survive. It’s been suggested 
that, as a result, changes in uncertainty 
are important to the way we experience 
music. Music is creative when it defies our 
expectations. Giving computers expectations 
may therefore be a key to creating creative 
computers. So can we write programs that 
have expectations?

One way, being explored by the Queen Mary 
‘Information Dynamics of Thinking’  project, 
is to build a system that learns expectations 
based on a mathematical idea called Markov 
Models. Imagine a game where you are 

shown sequences of shapes. You have to 
work out what will come next. As you see 
more sequences you can start to make 
predictions, working out the probability that 
the next card is a given shape. A simple way 
would be based on just how often a card 
has come up - on the assumption that the 
most common symbols are more likely to 
come up again. You can do better though, 
starting from the first symbol you can work 
out, from the sequences seen, the probability 
of chunks (pairs, triples, …) occurring. You 
are now taking context into account. This 
is a very general approach that applies to 
understanding conversations or music, for 
example. You have a model of expectation, 
of what will come next, based on experience, 
that can be implemented as a program. 

This gives a way to approach composing 
creative music, for example. First work 
out the expectations of what comes next 
based on what already exists. Then choose 
something that is unlikely to actually come 
next. Fit this with models of other thought 
processes such as judging “pleasingness” 
of the things created and we may be a step 
closer to understanding ‘Aha!’ moments in 
humans (and maybe even dogs).

Expecting 
inspiration 
by Geraint Wiggins and Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Anyone can make computer art with a 
simple finger painting app, but artists go 
much further with Generative Art. Rather 
than making a one off piece, the artist 
creates a process that follows a set 
of rules (yes, those algorithms again), 
implemented on a computer or some other 
mechanical device, to make art. The 
artwork might be an onscreen emerging 
image with sound and movement, or 
printed: it can be as complex and creative  
as the artist wants. 

Visuals artists, Memo Akten, from 
Goldsmiths University in London, and 
Quayola won animation awards for their 
collaboration ‘Forms’, for example. They 
used video recordings of athletes from 
the Commonwealth Games to create an 
interactive multi-screen installation. 
Divers, pole vaulters, gymnasts and high 
jumpers are represented through tendrils, 
sticks, shards of light and balls of colour 
with tinkling, sweeping mesmeric music to 
create a captivating view of abstract body 
‘forms’. See them at www.memo.tv/forms/. 
Why not create your own Generative Art  
in Scratch?

Body  
Art  
by Jane Waite, Queen Mary  
University of London
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Genevieve Smith-Nunes used to teach computing. Now she 
choreographs computational ballet! Working with the Met Office  
her production, [data] Storm is a dance, art and video installation, 
with electronic wearables thrown in. The performance represents 
both ocean storms and the transmission of data over the Internet.  
You get to learn the things she taught in class, but through dance!

There are many ways Artificial Intelligences might create art.  
Breeding a colony of virtual ants is one of the most creative.

Visualisations of the choreography are 
shown behind the dancers as they perform. 
Bright pinpricks of colour morph into the 
shapes and lines of the dancers’ elegant 
forms. This is Generative Art again, with 
algorithms translating the physical moves into 
mesmerising animations. Sensors are stitched 
into ballet shoes making wearable tech that 
creates swirling lights as dancers pirotte and 

pas de deux, bringing ballet bang up to date. 
Genevieve captured the choreography using 
Kinect and Xbox hardware, but it’s not ‘Just 
Dance’ disco, but beautiful ballet. Why not 
use a  microcontroller like a  BBC micro:bit 
or  crumble to create your own wearable 
tech for a performance? Whip up a storm, 
choreograph, code and get creative.

Photogrowth from the University of Coimbra 
does exactly that. The basic idea is to take 
an image and paint an abstract version of it. 
Normally you would paint with brush strokes. 
In ant paintings you paint with the trails of 
hundreds of ants as they crawl over the 
picture, depositing ink rather than the normal 
chemical trails ants use to guide other ants 
to food. The colours in the original image act 
as food for the ants, which absorb energy 
from its bright parts. They then use up energy 
as they move around. They die if they don’t 
find enough food, but reproduce if they have 
lots. The results are highly novel swirl-filled 
pictures.

The program uses vector graphics rather than 
pixel-based approaches. In pixel graphics, an 
image is divided into a grid of squares and 
each allocated a colour. That means when 
you zoom in to an area, you just see larger 
squares, not more detail. 

With vector graphics, the exact position of 
the line followed is recorded. That line is 
just mapped on to the particular grid of the 
display when you view it. The more pixels 
in the display, the more detailed the trail is 
drawn. That means you can zoom in to the 
pictures and just see ever more detail of the 
ant trails that make them up.

As the virtual ants wander around at random, 
each time you run the program you will get 
a different image. However, there are lots of 
ways to control how ants can move around 
their world. Exploring the possibilities by hand 
would only ever uncover a small fraction 
of the possibilities. Photogrowth therefore 
uses a genetic algorithm. Rather than set 
all the options of ant behaviour for each 
image, you help design a fitness function 
for the algorithm. You do this by adjusting 
the importance of different aspects like the 
thickness of trail left and the extent the ants 

will try and cover the whole canvas. In effect 
you become a breeder of a species of ant 
that produce trails, and so images, you will 
find pleasing. Once you’ve chosen the fitness 
function, the program evolves a colony of 
ants based on it, and they then paint you a 
picture with their trails.

The result is a painting painted by ants bred 
purely to create images that please you.

Storms  in  Ballet 
by Jane Waite, Queen Mary University of London

You become a 
breeder of  a 
species  of  ant 
that produce 
trails, and  so 
images, you  will 
find pleasing

Ant  Art  
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London



Algorithms are taking over more and more of 
our lives, which is why it is just as important 
that they can justify those decisions. If we 
don’t understand the algorithms then who 
knows if they are making the best decisions 
or using valid reasons. If you don’t realise 
that pressure groups use bots, you may 
be fooled into believing you are joining a 
popular protest, when actually you are being 
manipulated by a powerful and shady bot-
master. In future, algorithms will be making 
even more decisions - about what medicine 
you should be given when ill, whether you 
should be allowed into a nightclub based on 
the way you have dressed, whether you are 
a security risk, whether you should be given 
a job, …

Racist programs
A problem is the algorithms that make the 
decisions rarely explain themselves. They 
just give answers. People assume that 
computers never make mistakes and are 
impartial, but neither is true. Take prison 
sentences, for example, it turned out that 
the algorithms making the decisions in 
the US were more likely to give african-
americans long sentences than others for 
exactly the same offence. Programs can be 
racist! Your race or religion shouldn’t lead to 
you being treated differently, but that could 
increasingly be secretly happening. Prison 
sentence computers just follow the rules 
they are programmed with. If the rules as 
written are biased, the decisions will be too. 

The algorithm 
making the 
decisions 
gave african-
americans 
longer prison 
sentences

Learning  to  
be  like  that
It’s worse than that though. The latest 
programs work things out for themselves. 
They still follow algorithms but those 
algorithms tell them how to learn rather than 
what to do directly. For example, if you want 
to automatically detect faces in your photo 
collection, you give one of these algorithms 
lots of pictures of faces labelled with who 
they are. With enough images to train on 
the algorithm works out for itself whose 
face is who, and it can then identify faces 
in new pictures it hasn’t seen before. This 
is massively effective. It is the technology 
behind music recognition programs, self-
driving cars, and the program that beat the 
best human at Go recently, too.

The problem is these programs just spot 
patterns. If it’s hard to work out why an 
algorithm based on explicit rules makes 
decisions, it’s even harder when it is just 
spotting patterns. The patterns it spots may 
not be the ones we think (see Employ the 
Best or Bust!).

Laws  
about  rules
Now the European Parliament has passed 
new laws about programs that use personal 
data to make decisions about European 
citizens. They must in future be capable 
of explaining their decisions and so allow 
decisions to be challenged if they seem 
unfair. This is a challenge to computer 
scientists. It means they have to invent new 
programs that can extract arguments from 
their decision making processes, together 
with ones that can turn those arguments 
into explanations we can all follow. Both 
need the kind of algorithm that creativity 
researchers have been working on. More 
laws like this might seem to be bad for 
business, but in the software world it is 
great as it drives innovation. Companies 
who can invent algorithms that can explain 
themselves will soon have a big competitive 
advantage.

Your life is being controlled by algorithms. If your family has car insurance then an 
algorithm will probably have authorised it. Want to open a bank account? An algorithm 
decides whether you can. Want to buy a house one day? An algorithm will decide if you 
should be given a loan. Algorithms are doing the counting in elections, deciding who wins. 
They are running twitter bots generating vast numbers of tweets to persuade you to vote 
one way or another – to control what you think and so how you make decisions.
In some countries algorithms decide when a person should be released from prison.  
In the future, in Europe at least, the algorithms are going to have to do more than  
just make decisions, they are going to have to explain themselves too. That means  
computer scientists are going to have to come up with some creative algorithms  
to do it. Explaining a decision is much harder than making one.

Algorithm:  
Explain  yourself! 
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London
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Employ  the  
Best  or Bust! 
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Imagine you run a hi-tech and very cool, 
Scandanavian company that develops 

software. You are about to expand to 
other countries and need to employ 
lots more people. The trouble 
is your company is so cool that 
everyone wants to work for you. 
You get a million applications for 
every job. As your employees 
work with children it’s really 
important they are honest, so 
you decide to create a system to 
spot dishonest people, making 
it easier to vet applicants.  You 
want an algorithmic version 
of the Precogs in the film 
Minority Report who can spot 
criminals before they commit 
crimes! You get a bunch of 
mugshots of people in prison 
from across the world to train 
the system on. You also get 
pictures of people who you 
know definitely aren’t criminals 
as you vetted them: the 
employee pictures of everyone 
who has worked for your 

company.

Your program comes up with a way to make 
decisions about who is dishonest and who 
isn’t, successfully identifying most of the 
prisoners in a second set of photos you 
originally held back, so you happily start to 
use it. It automatically rejects applicants 
from their photos without a human ever 
having to look at them. It seems to work, 
filtering out large numbers of applicants.  
A success!

What you don’t realise is the pattern the 
algorithm spotted was nothing to do with 
being dishonest. People who worked for 
your company, based in Scandinavia where 
people tend to have light-coloured hair, are 
blonder overall than people in the rest of the 
world. It is rejecting people based on their 
hair colour! You never find that out though 
as it never explains itself so you never realise 
that, while employing some brilliant blondes, 
you are rejecting lots of the most creative 
(and honest) people in the world who just 
happen to have darker hair. 

Ten years later, out-competed by other 
companies with brilliant multi-cultural  
teams your company goes bust. 
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A main goal of computational creativity research is to help us better 
understand how this essential human characteristic, creativity, 
works. Creativity is a very complex phenomenon that we only just 
understand: we need to employ all the tools that we have available 
to fully comprehend it. Computers are a powerful tool that can help 
us generate that knowledge and reflect on it. By building computer 
models of the processes we think are behind creativity, we can start 
to probe how creativity really works.

When you hear someone claiming that a 
computer agent, whether program, robot 
or gadget, is creative, the first question you 
should ask is: what have we learned? What 
does studying this agent help us to realise 
or discover about creativity that we did not 
know before? If you do not get a satisfactory 
answer, I would hardly call it a computer 
model of creativity. As well as being able to 
generate novel, and interesting or useful, 
things, a creative agent ought to fulfil other 
criteria: using its knowledge, creating 
knowledge and evaluating its own work.

Be 
knowledgeable!
Truly creative agents should draw on their 
own knowledge to build the things, such 
as art, that they create. They should use 
a knowledge-base, not just create things 
randomly. We aren’t, for example, interested 
in programs that arbitrarily pick a picture 
from the web, randomly apply a filter to it  
and then claim they have generated art. 

Create 
knowledge!
A creative agent must be able to interpret 
its own creations in order to generate novel 
knowledge, and that knowledge should help 
it produce more original pieces. For example, 
a program that generates story plots must be 
able to read its own stories and learn from 
them, as well as from stories developed by 
others.

Evaluate it!
To deserve to be called creative, an agent 
also ought to be able to tell whether the 
things it has created are good or bad. It 
should be able to evaluate its work, as well 
as that produced by similar agents. Its 
evaluation should also influence the way the 
generation process works. We don’t want joke 
creation programs that churn out thousands 
of ‘jokes’ leaving a human to decide which 
are actually funny. A creative agent ought to 
be able to do that itself!

Design me  
a design
At the moment few, if any, systems fulfil 
all these criteria. Nevertheless, I suggest 
they should be the main goals of those 
doing research in computational creativity. 
Over the past 20 years I‘ve been studying 
computer models of creativity, aiming to do 
exactly that. My main research has focused 
on story generation, but with my team I’ve 
also developed programs that aim to create 
novel visual designs. This is the kind of thing 
someone developing new fabric, wallpaper 
or tiling patterns might do, for example. 
With Iván Guerrero and María González I 
developed a program called TLAHCUILO. 
It composes visual patterns based on 
photographs or an empty canvas. It employs 
geometrical patterns, like repeated shapes,  
in the picture and then uses them as the 
basis of a new abstract pattern.

The word 
“tlahcuilo” 
refers to 
painters and 
writers in 
ancient México 
responsible for 
preserving the 
knowledge and 
traditions of 
their people.

To build the system’s knowledge-base, we 
created a tool that human designers can use 
to do the same creative task. TLAHCUILO 
analyses the steps they follow as they develop 
a composition and registers what it has learnt 
in its knowledge-base. For example, it might 
note the way the human designer adds 
elements to make the pattern symmetrical or 
to add balance. Once these approaches are 
in its knowledge base it can use them itself 
in its own compositions. This is a little like 
the way an apprentice to a craftsman might 
work, watching the Master at work, gradually 
building the experience to do it themselves. 
Our agent similarly builds on this experience 
to produce its own original outputs. It 
can also add its own pieces of work to its 
knowledge-base. Finally, it is able to assess 
the quality of its designs. It aims to meet the 
criteria set out above.

Design me a plot 
One of TLAHCUILO’s most interesting 
characteristics is that it uses the same model 
of creativity that we used to implement 
MEXICA, our story plot generator (see CS4FN 
18). This allows us to compare in detail the 
differences and similarities between an agent 
that produces short-stories and an agent that 
produces visual compositions. We hope this 
will allow us to generalise our understanding.

Creativity research is a fascinating field. We 
hope to learn not just how to build creative 
agents but more importantly to understand 
what it takes to be a creative human.

“Tlahcuilo” –  
a  visual  composer
by Rafael Pérez y Pérez of the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, México
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“Tlahcuilo” –  
a  visual  composer
by Rafael Pérez y Pérez of the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, México
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Scéalextric 
Stories
by Tony Veale, University College Dublin

If you watch a lot of movies you’ve probably noticed some recurring 
patterns in the way that popular cinematic stories are structured. 
Every hero or heroine needs a goal and a villain to thwart that goal. 
Every goal requires travel along a path that is probably blocked with 
frustrating obstacles. Heroes may not see themselves as heroes, and 
will occasionally take the wrong fork in the path, only to return to the 
one true way before story’s end. We often speak of this path as if it 
were a race track: a fast-paced story speeds towards its inevitable 
conclusion, following surprising “twists” and “turns” along the way. 
The track often turns out to be a circular one, with the heroine finally 
returning to the beginning, but with a renewed sense of appreciation 
and understanding. Perhaps we can use this race track idea as a 
basis for creating stories.

Building  a  track
If you’ve ever played with a Scalextric set, 
you will know that the curviest tracks make 
for the most dramatic stories, by providing 
more points at which our racing cars can fly 
off at a tight bend. In Scalextric you build 
your own race circuits by clicking together 
segments of prefabricated track, so the 
more diverse the set of track parts, the 
more dramatic your circuit can be. We can 
think of story generation as a similar kind 
of process. Imagine if you had a large stock 
of prefabricated plot segments, each made 
up of three successive bits of story action. 
A generator could clip these segments 
together to create a larger story, by 
connecting the pieces end-to-end. To keep 
the plot consistent we would only link up 
sections if they have overlapping actions. So 
If D-E-F is a segment comprising the actions 
D, E, and F, we could create the story B-C-
D-E-F-G-H by linking the section B-C-D on 
to the left of D-E-F and F-G-H on its right. 

Use a kit
At University College Dublin (UCD) we 
have created a set of rich public resources 
that make it easy for you to build your 
own automated story generator. We call 
the bundle of resources Scéalextric, 
from scéal (the Irish word for story) and 
Scalextric. You can download the Scéalextric 
resources from our Github (github.com/
prosecconetwork/Scealextric ) but an even 

better place to start is our blog for people 
who want to build creative systems of any 
kind, called BestOfBotWorlds.com. 

In Artificial Intelligence we often represent 
complex knowledge structures as ‘graphs’. 
These graphs consists of lots of labeled lines 
(called edges) that show how labeled points 
(called nodes) are connected. That is what 
our story pieces essentially are. We have 
several agreed ways for storing these node-
relation-node triples, with acronyms hiding 
long names, like XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language), RDF (Resource Description 
Framework) and OWL (Web Ontology 
Language), but the simplest and most 
convenient way to create and maintain a 
large set of story triples is actually just to use 
a spreadsheet! Yes, the boring spreadsheet 
is a great way to store and share knowledge, 
because every cell lies at the intersection of 
a row and a column. These three parts give 
us our triples. 

Scéalextric is a collection of easy-to-browse 
spreadsheets that tell a machine how 
actions connect to form action sequences 
(like D-E-F above), how actions causally 
interconnect to each other (via and, then, 
but), how actions can be “rendered” in 
natural idiomatic English, and so on. 
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Adding 
Character
Automated storytelling is one of the toughest 
challenges for a researcher or hobbyist 
starting out in artificial intelligence, because 
stories require lots of knowledge about 
causality and characterization. Why would 
character A do that to character B, and what 
is character B likely to do next? It helps if the 
audience can identify with the characters 
in some way, so that they can use their 
pre-existing knowledge to understand why 
the characters do what they do. Imagine 
writing a story involving Donald Trump and 
Lex Luthor as characters: how would these 
characters interact, and what parts of their 
personalities would they reveal to us through 
their actions? 

Scéalextric therefore contains a large 
knowledge-base of 800 famous people. 
These are the cars that will run on our 
tracks. The entry for each one has triples 
describing a character’s gender, fictive 
status, politics, marital status, activities, 
weapons, teams, domains, genres, 
taxonomic categories, good points and 

bad points, and a lot more besides. A key 
challenge in good storytelling, whether you 
are a machine or a human, is integrating 
character and plot so that one informs the 
other. 

A Twitterbot 
plot
Let’s look at a story created and tweeted 
by our Twitterbot @BestOfBotWorlds over 
a series of 12 tweets. Can you see where 
the joins are in our Scéalextric track? Can 
you recognize where character-specific 
knowledge has been inserted into the 
rendering of different actions, making 
the story seem funny and appropriate at 
the same time? More importantly, can 
you see how you might connect the track 
segments differently, choose characters 
more carefully, or use knowledge about 
them more appropriately, to make better 
stories and to build a better story-generator? 
That’s what Scéalextric is for: to allow you 
to build your own storytelling system and to 
explore the path less trodden in the world 
of computational creativity. It all starts with 
a click.
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The Hive is a giant aluminium structure that 
represents a bee hive. It is covered with 
LED lights that flicker on and off apparently 
randomly. They aren’t random though, but 
controlled by a real bee hive elsewhere in 
the gardens. Each pulse of a light represents 
bees communicating in that real hive. 
Accelerometers are simple sensors like 
those in phones or a BBC micro:bit that 
detect movement.  Artist Wolfgang Buttress 
placed sensitive ones in the bee hive and 
they pick up vibrations caused by bees 
communicating with each other. The signals 
generated switch the lights in the sculpture 
on and off.

Inspired   
by Science
The work was inspired by Martin Bencsik’s 
team at Nottingham Trent University 
who discovered in 2011 a new kind of 
communication between bees that is based 
on vibrations. Before bees are about to 
swarm, where a large part of the colony 
split off to create a new hive, they make a 
specific kind of vibration, as they prepare to 
leave. The scientists discovered this using 
the set-up Wolfgang Buttress copied, using 
accelerometers in bee hives to help them 
understand bee behaviour. Monitoring hives 
like this could help scientists understand the 
current decline of bees, not least because 
large numbers of bees die when they swarm 
to search for a new nest.

Hear the 
vibrations 
through your 
teeth
The Kew Hive has one last experience to 
surprise you. You can hear vibrations too. 
In the base of the Hive you can listen to 
the soundtrack through your teeth. Cover 
your ears and place a small coffee stirrer 
style stick between your teeth. Put the other 
end of the stick in a special slot. Suddenly 
you can hear the sounds of the bees and 
music. Vibrations are passing down the 
stick, through your teeth and bones of your 
jawbone to be picked up in a different way 
by your ears.

A clever use of simple electronics has taught 
scientists something new and created an 
amazing work of art.

The  Hive  
at Kew
by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London

Computing technology not only supports creativity and can be 
creative itself, it can also be a new medium for creativity. Combine  
the creativity of an artist with an understanding of science and 
electronics skills and and you can create experiences that are 
inspiring, memorable and fascinating all at once. The Hive, an art 
instillation at Kew Gardens in London is a great example. It is a 
massive sculpture linked to a subtle sound and light experience, 
surrounded by a wildflower meadow, but based on the work of 
scientists studying bees.
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Only  the  fittest 
slogans  survive!
Being creative isn’t just for the fun of it. It can be serious too. 
Marketing people are paid vast amounts to come up with slogans for 
new products, and in the political world, a good, memorable soundbite 
can turn the tide over who wins and loses an election. Coming up 
with great slogans that people will remember for years needs both a 
mastery of language and a creative streak too. Algorithms are now 
getting in on the act, and if anyone can create a program as good as 
the best humans, they will soon be richer than the richest marketing 
executive. Polona Tomašic and her colleagues from the Jožef Stefan 
Institute in Slovenia are one group exploring the use of algorithms to 
create slogans. Their approach is based on the way evolution works - 
genetic algorithms. Only the fittest slogans survive!

A mastery  
of  language
To generate a slogan, you give their program 
a short description on the slogan’s topic –  
a new chocolate bar perhaps. It then uses 
existing language databases and programs 
to give it the necessary understanding of 
language. 

First, it uses a database of common 
grammatical links between pairs of words 
generated from wikipedia pages. Then 
skeletons of slogans are extracted from 
an Internet list of famous (so successful) 
slogans. These skeletons don’t include 
the actual words, just the grammatical 
relationships between the words. They 
provide general outlines that successful 
slogans follow.

From the passage given, the program pulls 
out keywords that can be used within the 
slogans (beans, flavour, hot, milk, …). It 
generates a set of fairly random slogans 
from those words to get started. It does this 
just by slotting keywords into the skeletons 
along with random filler words in a way 
that matches the grammatical links of the 
skeletons.

Breeding 
Slogans
New baby slogans are now produced by 
mating pairs of initial slogans (the parents). 
This is done by swapping bits into the baby 
from each parent. Both whole sections and 
individual words are swapped in. Mutation 

is allowed too. For example, adjectives 
are added in appropriate places. Words 
are also swapped for words with a related 
meaning. The resulting children join the new 
population of slogans. Grammar is corrected 
using a grammar checker. 

Culling Slogans
Slogans are now culled. Any that are the 
same as existing ones go immediately. The 
slogans are then rated to see which are 
fittest. This uses simple properties like their 
length, the number of keywords used, and 
how common the words used are. More 
complex tests used are based on how related 
the meanings of the words are, and how 
commonly pairs of words appear together in 
real sentences. Together these combine to 
give a single score for the slogan. The best 
are kept to breed in the next generation, 
the worst are discarded (they die!), though 
a random selection of weaker slogans are 
also allowed to survive. The result is a new 
set of slogans that are slightly better than the 
previous set.

Many 
generations 
later …
The program breeds and culls slogans 
like this for thousands, even millions of 
generations, gradually improving them, 
until it finally chooses its best. The slogans 
produced are not yet world beating on 
their own, and vary in quality as judged by 
humans. For chocolate, one run came up 
with slogans like “The healthy banana” and 
“The favourite oven”, for example. It finally 
settled on “The HOT chocolate”  which is 
pretty good.

More work is needed on the program, 
especially its fitness function - the way it 
decides what is a good slogan and what isn’t. 
As it stands this sort of program isn’t likely 
to replace anyone’s marketing department. 
They could help with brainstorming sessions 
though, to spark new ideas but leaving 
humans to make the final choice. Supporting 
human creativity rather than replacing it is 
probably just as rewarding for the program 
after all.

by Paul Curzon, Queen Mary University of London
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Manufacturing 
magic

Can computers lend a creative hand to the production of new 
magic tricks? That’s a question we have been wrestling with for the 
past few years at Queen Mary University of London. The idea that 
computers can help with creative endeavours like music and drawing 
is nothing new – turn the radio on and the song you are listening to 
will have been produced with the help of a computer somewhere 
along the way, whether it’s a synthesiser sound, or the editing of 
the arrangement and some compositions are created purely inside 
software. Researchers have also been toiling away for years at trying 
to build computer systems that actually write the music too! Some of 
the compositions produced in this way are surprisingly good!  
Partly inspired by this work, we decided to explore  
whether computers could create magic.

The project to build creative software to  
help with producing new magic tricks 
started with the production of a magical 
jigsaw that could be re-arranged in certain 
ways to make objects on its surface 
disappear. Pretty cool, but what part  
did the computer play? 

A jigsaw is made up of different pieces, each 
with four sides – the number of different 
ways all these pieces can be put together 
is very large; for a human to sit down and 
try out all the different configurations would 
take many hours (perhaps thousands, if not 
millions!). Whizzing through lots of different 
combinations is something a computer is 
very good at. When there are simply too 
many different combinations for even a 
computer to try out exhaustively, software 
designers have to take a different approach 
though. 

A Genetic Algorithm is a computer program 
that mimics the biological process of natural 
selection (see ‘Only the fittest slogans 
survive’). We used Genetic Algorithms 
to intelligently search through all the 
interesting combinations that the jigsaw 
might be made up from. A population of 
jigsaws is created, and is then ‘evolved’ via 
a process that evaluates how good each 
combination is in each generation, gradually 
weeding out the combinations that wouldn’t 
make good jigsaws – at the end of the 
process you are hopefully left with a winner; 
a jigsaw that matches all the criteria that you 
are hoping for. In this particular case, we 

hoped to find a jigsaw that could be built in 
two different ways, but each with a different 
number of the same object in the picture, 
so that you could appear to make an object 
disappear and reappear again as you made 
and remade it. The idea is based on a very 
old trick by Sam Lloyd, but our aim was to 
create a new version that a human couldn’t, 
realistically, have come up with, without a lot 
of free time on their hands!

To understand what role the computer 
played, we need to explore the Genetic 
Algorithm mechanism it used to find 
the best combinations. How did the 
computer know which combinations were 
good or bad? This is something creative 
humans are great at – generating ideas, 
and discarding the ones they don’t like 
in favour of ones they do. This creative 
process gradually leads to new works of art, 

be they music, painting, or magic tricks. 
We tackled this problem by first running 
some experiments with real people to find 
out what kind of things would make the 
jigsaw seem more ‘magical’ to a spectator. 
We also did experiments to find out what 
would influence a magician performing 
the trick. This information was then fed 
into the algorithm that searched for good 
jigsaw combinations, giving the computer a 
mechanism for evaluating the jigsaws similar 
to the ones a human might use when trying 
to design a similar trick. 

by Howard Williams, Queen Mary University of London
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Duplicating 
Dynamo’s domino 
demonstration

We went on to use these computational 
techniques to create other new tricks, 
including a card trick, a mind reading trick 
on a mobile phone, and a trick that relies on 
images and words to predict a spectator’s 
thought processes. You can find out more  
at qmagicworld.wordpress.com/

There is a lot of debate about whether this 
kind of ‘Artificial Intelligence’ software, is 
really creative in the way humans are, or 
in fact creative in any way at all. After all, 
how would the computer know what to look 

out for if the researchers hadn’t configured 
the algorithms in specific ways? Does a 
computer even understand the outputs that 
it creates? The fact is that these systems  
do output novelties though – new music, 
new magic tricks – and sometimes in 
surprising and pleasing ways, previously  
not thought of. 

Are they creative (and even intelligent)? 
Or are they just automatons bound by the 
imaginations of their creators? What do  
you think?

TV magician Dynamo baffled audiences by predicting in advance 
which numbers would be on the ends of a random chain of domino 
pieces. Want to amaze people with the same trick?  
See www.cs4fn.org/magic/domino/

By Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London
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Standup Robots
by Jane Waite, Queen Mary University of London

They found that even relatively small 
changes in the timing of delivery make a  
big difference to audience response. 

What have these all got in common? 
Artificial Intelligence, machine learning and 
studies to understand what humour actually 

is, are being combined to make something 
that is funny. Comedy is perhaps the 
pinnacle of creativity. It’s certainly not easy 
for a human to write even one joke, so think 
how hard it is distill that skill into algorithms 
and train a computer to create loads of 
them. You have to laugh!

We have seen computers that create art, 
stories, slogans and even magic tricks. 
But we haven’t had computers performing 
themselves. Can robots tell jokes? 

Combining Artificial Intelligence, 
computational linguistics and humor studies 
(yes you can study how to be funny!) a 
team of Scottish researchers made an early 
attempt at computerized standup comedy! 
They came up with Standup (System to 
Augment Non Speakers Dialogue Using 
Puns): a program that generates riddles for 
kids with language difficulties. Standup has 
a dictionary and joke-building mechanism, 
but does not perform, it just creates the 
jokes. You will have to judge for yourself as 
to whether the puns are funny. Follow the 
link on the cs4fn website to download the 
software. 

A research team at Virgina Tech in the US 
created a system that started to learn about 
funny pictures. Having defined a ‘funniness 
score’ they created a computational model 
for humorous scenes, and trained it to 
predict funniness, perhaps with an  
eye to spotting pics for social media  
posting, or not. 

But are there funny robots out there? 
Yes! RoboThespian programmed by 
researchers at Queen Mary University of 
London, and Data, created by researchers 
at Carnegie Mellon University are both 
robots programmed to do stand-up comedy. 
Data has a bank of jokes and responds to 
audience reaction. His developers don’t 
actually know what he will do when he 
performs, as he is learning all the time. 
At his first public gig, he got the crowd 
laughing, but his timing was poor. You can 
see his performance online, in a TED Talk.

RoboThespian did a gig at the London 
Barbican alongside human comedians. 
The performance was a live experiment to 
understand whether the robot could ‘work 
the audience’ as well as a human comedian. 

‘How do robots eat pizza?’ 
... ‘One byte at a time.’ 
Computational Humor is 
real, but it’s not jokes about 
computers, it’s computers  
telling jokes.
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Tattoo you?
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London

I wandered  lonely as 
a  mass  of  dejected 
vapour
by Jane Waite, Queen Mary University of London

17

Ever used an online poem generator, perhaps to get started with an 
English assignment? They normally have a template and some word 
lists you can fill in, with a simple algorithm that randomly selects 
from the word lists to fill out the template. “I wandered lonely as a 
cloud” might become “I zoomed destitute as a rainbow” or “I danced 
homeless as a tree”. It would all depend on those word lists.  
Artificial Intelligence and machine learning researchers are aiming  
to be more creative.

Stanford University, the University of 
Massachusetts and Google have created 
works that look like poems, by accident. 
They were using a machine learning Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) they had previously ‘trained’ 
on romantic novels to research the creation 
of captions for images, and how to translate 
text into different languages. They fed it a 
start and end sentence, and let the AI fill 
in the gap. The results made sense though 
were ‘rather dramatic’: for example

he was silent for a long moment

he was silent for a moment

it was quiet for a moment

it was dark and cold

there was a pause

it was my turn

Is this a real poem? What makes a poem, 
a poem is in itself an area of research, with 
some saying that to create a poem, you 
need a poet and the poet should do certain 
things in their ‘creative act’. Researchers 

from Imperial College London and University 
College Dublin used this idea to evaluate 
their own poetry system. They checked 
to see if the poems they generated met 
the requirements of a special model for 
comparing creative systems. This involved 
things like checking whether the work 
formed a concept, and including measures 
such as flamboyance and lyricism.

Read some poems written by humans and 
compare them to poems created by online 
poetry generators. What makes it creativity? 
Maybe that’s up to you!

It may not be everyone’s cup of tea, but tattooing has punctured its 
way into the world of robotics. Normally you need to have a great 
deal of confidence in the person with the needle, so how would 
you feel if that needle was in the hands of the robot? It’s just such a 
question that French designers Pierre Emm and Johan da Silveira, 
with computer scientist David Thomasson, are exploring as a way 
of looking at how our relationships with robots develop. Using an 
industrial robotic arm, normally used for car assembly, the tattoo 
needle is moved around the skin inking the pattern it’s programmed 
to deliver. The person receiving the tattoo needs of course to stay 
very, very still. While those who are interested in this kind of body art 
enjoy the creative element and the ability to make a statement about 
something of their individuality, a robot producing such intimate 
permanent artistic work on a human canvas might be another way  
of making your point...quite literally.
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Hearing  the   
bus is  here
Tai Kirby wanted to help visually impaired 
people. He knew that it’s hard for someone 
with poor sight to tell when a bus is arriving. 
In busy cities like London this problem 
is even worse as buses for different 
destinations often arrive at once. His solution 
was a prototype that announces when a 
specific bus is arriving, letting the person 
know which was which. He wrote it in Python 
and it used a Raspberry pi linked to low 
energy Bluetooth devices.

The  fun  spell
Filsan Hassan decided to find a fun way 
to help young kids learn to spell. She 
created a gadget that associated different 
sounds with different letters of the alphabet, 
turning spelling words into a fun, musical 
experience. It needed two micro:bits and 
a screen communicating with each other 
using a radio link. One micro:bit controlled 
the screen while the other ran the main 
program that allowed children to choose 
a word, play a linked game and spell the 
word using a scrolling alphabet program she 
created. A big problem was how to make 
sure the combination of gadgets had a stable 
power supply. This needed a special circuit 
to get enough power to the screen without 
frying the micro:bit and sadly we lost some 
micro:bits along the way: all part of the fun!  

Remote  robot
Jesus Esquivel Roman developed a small 
remote-controlled robot using a buggy kit. 
There are lots of applications for this kind of 
thing, from games to mine-clearing robots. 
The big challenge to overcome was how to 
do the navigation. He tried using a compass 
sensor. The problem was that the batteries 
and motor interfered with the calibration 
of the compass. He therefore designed a 
mechanism that used the accelerometer of 
a second micro:bit allowing the vehicle to be 
controlled by tilting the remote control.

Memory  for 
patterns
Finally, Venet Kukran was interested in 
helping people improve their memory 
and thinking skills. He invented a pattern 
memory game using a BBC micro:bit and 
implemented in micropython. The game 
generates patterns that the player has to 
match and then replicate to score points. 
The program generates new patterns each 
time so every game is different. The more 
you play the more complex the patterns you 
have to remember become.

As they found you have to be very creative 
to be an innovator, both to come up with 
real issues that need a solution, but also to 
overcome the problems you are bound to 
encounter in your solutions.

The best technology helps people solve real problems. To be a 
creative innovator you need not only to be able to create a solution 
that works but also to spot a need in the first place and be able 
to come up with creative solutions. Over the summer a group of 
sixth formers on internships at Queen Mary had a go at doing this. 
Ultimately their aim was to build something from a programmable 
gadget such as a  BBC micro:bit or raspberry pi. They therefore had 
to learn about the different possible gadgets they could use, how to 
program them and how to control the on-board sensors available. 
They were then given the design challenge of creating a device to 
solve a community problem.

Solving problems  
you care about    
by Patricia Charlton and Stefan Poslad, Queen Mary University of London



You have a choice, you can either make a movie, or  you can get an Artificial Intelligence (AI) to make it 
for you. Sound like science fiction? No! Science fact (well, virtually!).

Not long after the pop video, an 
experimental science fiction film popped 
up! Created in just 48 hours as part of a 
film festival challenge, the film’s script 
was written by an AI called Benjamin. 
You can see Benjamin’s film, ‘Sunspring’ 
online.  Enjoy the sparkly costumes they 
distract from the screenplay!

Film director 
needed
by Jane Waite, Queen Mary University of London

At the 2016 Cannes Film Festival, an AI 
Director made its debut. Apparently the pop 
video, ‘Eclipse’, isn’t destined for top 10 
playlisting, but the fact that it involved an AI 
throughout its making, does make it a first.

The script was generated by an AI, it was 
just given the music for the video to get 
started. Casting was done by an AI that 
compared the emotions it detected in the 
song to EEG data from actors. A neural art 

AI created the visual effect. Various other AI 
systems were used too, including an editing 
system that decided where to make cuts in 
the film. Drones even shot the video.

Unfortunately, the band who performed the 
song, have refused to be named, and won’t 
allow the video to be released, so you can’t 
see it. Maybe it was a directorial flop, but the 
AI is presumably thinking “I’ll be back…”
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Back (Page) chat
by Peter W McOwan, Queen Mary University of London

Given the importance of 
computing to every aspect of 
our lives, it’s not surprising 
that lots of famous people 
have famously said something 
about computing. Expert or 
celebrity, we bring together 
a collection of the wise 
and weird words creatively 
uttered about the subject. 
Isaac Asimov

Science fiction author Isaac Asimov said 
“I do not fear computers. I fear the lack of 
them.” Wise words from the person who 
first formulated the three laws of robotics, 
and perhaps felt that his fictional laws would 
protect all of humanity from roboty type 
problems. Sadly no one has yet been able 
to implement his laws in a real robot, as 
they comprise rather woolly and complex 
statements like “a robot cannot endanger 
a human life”, a statement that requires a 
tremendous level of information about the 
situation to be valid. Those few who have so 
far actually been killed by robots have in the 
main done so by foolishly entering the safety 
cage built round industrial robots, and been 
crushed. 

Say … BUMP

Albert Einstein

The next quote to consider is that of 
physicist and hater of wearing socks 
Albert Einstein. His famous statement 
that “artificial intelligence is no match for 
natural stupidity” is clearly shown by the 
robot story above. Developing AI and robotic 
systems that people can use usefully needs 
the designers to think carefully about how 
people will understand it and interact with it. 
If not that good old human stupidity will win 
the day.

Say … BADLY

Pablo Picasso

Abstract painter Pablo Picasso’s contribution 
to art is legendary. His contribution to our 
list of quotes about computing comes in 
the form of the statement “Computers are 
useless. They can only give you answers.” 
It’s rather an odd statement as it contains 
what an artist would call a dramatic tension 
- useless but providing answers which most 
of us would say is useful. Art is a growing 
theme in creative computing. Whether it will 
produce another Picasso is unknown. We 
await the computer’s answer.

Say ... BRUSH

Emo Philips

American comedian, Emo Philips, quipped 
“A computer once beat me at chess, but 
it was no match for me at kick boxing.” 
The world moves on, and computers can 
now beat humans at most games including 
Chess, Go and Poker. Robots able to walk 
on two legs and remain stable even when 
pushed have now been developed too: 
Boston Dynamics robots such as Atlas 
and its predecessor Peltman, for example. 
Whether these advanced robots will ever be 
used in kickboxing remains to be seen, but 
if they are my money would be on the robot.

Say … BASH

Douglas Adams

Author of the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy, Douglas Adams, felt he had 
to have a laugh at the expense of the 
millennium bug with his statement “I 
really didn’t foresee the Internet. But 
then, neither did the computer industry. 
Not that that tells us very much of 
course - the computer industry didn’t 
even foresee that the century was going 
to end.” A great deal of hard work went 
into correcting the potential date error 
in computer systems to prevent any 
possible calamities. When nothing much 
happened on New Year’s Eve, 1999 
there was criticism of the money spent.  

But of course it was by spending that  
money that the bug had been rendered 
mostly harmless.

Say … BADMOUTH

Agatha Chrystie

Author, Agatha Chrystie, wrote in her book, 
Halloween party, “I know there’s a proverb 
that says ‘To err is human’, but a human 
error is nothing to what a computer can do 
if it tries.” Quite a prediction from the queen 
of mystery, and shown to be true many 
times over the years since, as computer 
systems incorrectly calculate tax and declare 
healthy people dead. But like any good 
whodunnit the twist is that the real culprit is 
often not the computer itself but in the way 
the program has been written that allows 
those using it to so easily make mistakes. 
Reducing the consequences of human error 
is a full time career for some, as is forensic 
computing. It involves looking at how 
computers have been used in deliberate 
crime. Both need a strong application of,  
as Poirot would put it, ‘ze little grey cells.’

Say … BEHAVING
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